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MARTINDALE, William. *Coca and Cocaine: Their History, Medical and Economic Uses, and Medicinal Preparations.* London: H.K. Lewis 1894. Third edition. 16mo. 76pp. Contemporary owner name, a little foxing, one preliminary leaf slightly misbound, but all leaves present, a near fine copy. Sherlock Holmes' copy – not. #98501 ................................................................. $375


(Mystery) MAGER, Gus. *Hawkshaw the Detective.* Akron, Ohio: Saalfield Publishing Co. 1917. First edition. Oblong quarto. Illustrated wraps. Cheap paper browned with a few very small chips in the margins, some soiling and faint creases to the wrappers, but a solid good or better copy of this syndicated cartoon parody of Sherlock Holmes that appeared in newspaper in the first part of the century. #283466 .................... $200

(Mystery) **CRABB, Arthur. *Samuel Lyle Criminologist.*** New York: Century Co. 1920. First edition. Endpapers foxed, else near fine in a near very good dustwrapper, lacking the bottom inch of the spine and with the folds professionally restored with archival tape. The jacket claims this collection of detective stories is "As fascinating as an Old-Time Sherlock Holmes Story." Rare in jacket. #57150 ........................................ $450

(Mystery) **DERLETH, August. "In Re: Sherlock Holmes".** Sauk City WI: Mycroft & Moran 1945. First edition. Foreword by Vincent Starrett. Fine in fine dustwrapper with just a touch of rubbing at the spinal extremities. One of 3000 copies. The first book issued under this publisher's imprint, 19 pastiches of the sacred writings. #32574 ........................................ $475 $122.5

(Mystery, Sherlockiana) BOUCHER, Anthony. Typed Letter Signed to Arthur Lovell: Quarto leaf. Folded as mailed, else fine. Dated 22 March 1953 on the letterhead of Fantasy and Science Fiction. An attempt to order the second printing of Adrian Conan Doyle's The True Conan Doyle, and the second issue of the American edition: "In both cases its the 2nd I want – I have the 1sts, & there are some minor bibliographical problems I hope to straighten out." He also mentions: "I believe I'm still on your mailing list as Wm A.P. White. Since I've dropped the White name almost completely, especially professionally, maybe you'd better relist me as Boucher. Incidentally, I'm always very much in the market for any good copies of the 1st ed of my Case of the Baker Street Irregulars." An interesting letter. #86125 $150

(Mystery) DOYLE, Adrian Conan and CARR, John Dickson. The Exploits of Sherlock Holmes. New York: Random House (1954). First American edition. Very good with some fading at the spine ends, very light edgewear, in a very good dustwrapper with chips along the top edges and at the bottom of the spine, light edgewear. #319766 $70

(Mystery) STARRETT, Vincent, edited by. 221B Studies in Sherlock Holmes by Various Hands. Morristown, New Jersey: The Baker Street Irregulars 1956. Limited edition. This is number ten out of three hundred and fifty copies. Red printed wrappers. Owner name inside front wrapper, spine cocked and faded, else very good. #259234 $65

HARRISON, Michael. *In the Footsteps of Sherlock Holmes.* New York: Frederick Fell, Inc. (1960). First American edition. Very good plus with a few small notes in pen in the endpapers and bumps to the head and tail of the spine in very good dustwrapper with corresponding edgewear to the spine. #295262 .......... $15


(Mystery) ROSENBERG, Samuel. *Naked is the Best Disguise.* London: Arlington Books (1975). First thus. Very good in very good dustwrapper. The death and resurrection of Sherlock Holmes. #300657 .......................................................... $10


HUDSON, Mrs. compiled by Fanny CRADOCK. *The Sherlock Holmes Cookbook* by Mrs. Hudson. New York: Bramhall House (1976). First edition. Fine in a near fine dustwrapper with light wear at the spine ends. #318881 .......................................................... $40


(Mystery) HODEL, Michael and Sean WRIGHT. *Enter the Lion A Posthumous Memoir of Mycroft Holmes.* New York: Hawthorn Books (1979). First edition. Near fine in a near fine dustwrapper with a short tear at the top of the front panel. #318870 ................................................................. $25
QUEEN, Ellery. Masterpieces of Mystery: The Supersleuths Revisited. : Davis Publications (1979). Reprint. Very good with a sunned spine, without a dustwrapper. Short stories by the authors of Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot, Ellery Queen, Nero Wolfe, Perry Mason, Inspector Maigret, C. Auguste Dupin, Sam Spade, Father Brown, Lord Peter Wimsey, Uncle Abner, Dr. Gideon Fell, Lew Archer and Albert Campion. #297191 .............................................................. $15


WATSON, John H. *Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes*. New York: Doubleday 1979. First edition. Remainder spray else fine in a near fine dustwrapper with a small tear to the top corner on the front panel and modest wear. #52503 ...................................................... $25
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**New Arrivals**
- Hughes, E. Todd
  - *Lupercal*

**New & Featured Collections**
- *A Little Romance* - Rare African-Americans
- *And the Oscar's Gone To...* - Rare James Bond

**3D Rotating Books**
- Drug book with preview or select:
  - Frost
  - Back
  - Slip
  - Zoom In
  - Rotate

**Books Awards**
- Nobel Prize for Literature
- Pulitzer Prize for Fiction
- National Book Award
- The Booker Prize
- PEN/Faulkner Award

**This Week in Literary History**
- 1756: British political theorist William Godwin, husband of radical feminist Mary Wollstonecraft and father of novelist Mary Shelley, was born in Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.
- 1806: British Victorian poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning, author of *Sonnets from the Portuguese* and wife of future Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli.

**Letters From America**
In Tom's latest contribution to his regular column in Rare Books Review magazine, Letters from America, he explains how he ended up spending his summer vacation at the home of a prominent American author.